BLINC-A2
Power On
Push and hold the “Power” button for at least 2 seconds to power on. The Blue LED turns on and
you will hear ascending beeps an “Power on”

Powe off
Push the “Power” and “Phone” buttons at the same time for 2 seconds, the red Led turns on for
about 1 second untili t turns off completely and you will hear “Power off”.

Pairing with Phone
Please make sure the Blinc-A2 is in power off position. Push the “Power” button for at least 5
seconds till the LED flashes in red and blue alternately and you will hear a voice prompt saying
“Pairing” in the speakers. Enable your Bluetooth function on your mobile phone. Your mobile
phone will now scan nearby devices and find a device named “BLUETOOTH HELMET”. Please allow
your mobile phone to pair with the device. When pairing has completed and the Blinc-A2 is ready
for use you will hear a voice prompt saying “Pairing succesfull” in the speakers.
Once pairing between the two devices is succesfull, the LED lights on the Blinc-A2 will change from
red and blue flashing lights to a blue LED light only.
Note: if a PIN codes is required by your mobile phone, please enter “0000”.
If you paired with your phone and Blinc-A2, Blinc-A2 will connect your phone automatically when
you turn it on again.

Pairing with a second Bluetooth device or mobile phone
Multipoint Bluetooth pairing allows the Blinc-A2 to connect two Bluetooth devices at the same
time.
You can pair the first and second Bluetooth device or mobile phone to the Blinc-A2 by following
the simple procedures in “Pairing with your mobile phone”.
After second Bluetooth device or mobile phone confirms that pairing has completed, select the
Blinc-A2 in the list of the devices on your first Bluetooth device or mobile phone.
After the first Bluetooth device or mobile phone confirms the pairing has completed and the BlincA2 is ready to use for two Bluetooth devices or mobile phones.

Intercom
The BLINC-A2 can be paired with another headset for Bluetooth intercom conversation.
1. Turn on the two Blinc-A2 headsets (A and B) that you would like to pair with each other
2. Press and hold the “Power” button of the headset A and B for 2 seconds until the LED
flashes red and blue alternately. You will hear a voice prompt saying “pairing”
3. Simply press the “Power” button in only one headset (it doesn’t matter that you choose A
or B) you will hear a voice prompt saying “Searching” and wait until the LEDs of both
headsets turn to blue and intercom connection is automatically established, and after you
will hear a voice prompt “Pairing successful”. Procedure is completed.
If the pairing process is not completed within two minutes, the Blinc-A2 will return to stand-by
mode.
To use Intercom simply press “Power” button in only one headset, you will hear “Intercom
connected”; if you press “Power” button on both headset, intercom will not start.

Connection with phone
Blinc-A2 will connect with your phone automatically when you turn on. If Blinc-A2 is turn on, you
can simply press “Phone” button, it will connect with your phone

Voice Commands
Press and hold “Phone” button for 2 seconds in stand-by mode that will start voice commands on
your smartphone.

To redial the last number
Double click the “Power” button in stand-by mode that will redial the last number. You will hear a
voice prompt saying “Redialing”.

Answer an incoming call
When you have an incoming call, simply press “Phone” button to answer a call, or Blinc-A2 will
automatically answer the incoming call after 8 seconds.

Reject an incoming call
To reject a call, please double click the “Phone” button. You will hear a voice prompt saying “Call
rejected”.

Terminate a call
To end a call, please simply press the “Phone” button when calling. You will hear a voice prompt
saying “Call terminated”

Play/Pause Music
To play music or pause music, simply press “Phone” button in stand-by mode.

To track forward or track back
Long Press “Phone” button about 2 seconds when playing music, you can rotate “phone” button
to track forward or track back in 5 seconds, conter-clockwise will track forward, and clockwise will
track back.

Strating and ending Intercom conversation
1. You can start an intercom conversation with your intercom friend by press “Power” button
once.
2. To terminate an intercom conversation, press “Power” once again.

Adjust Volume
You can adjust the volume when intercom calling, music playing, counter-clockwise will increase
volume, and clockwise will decrease volume. Please loudly speak when speaking and nearby the
microphone, otherwise the microphone will stop working in 5 seconds if the sound is low, and
when you’ll speak again, the microphone also will working again.

Pair with BL300
Press “Phone” button about 7 seconds until blue LED stop lighting in stand-by mode. Then operate
ET300 complete pairing.

Remote control with BL300
Press the grey button (Music button) to play music in your mobile phone if there no music palying.
Push the grey music button again to pause the music.
Double click the green button when Blinc-A2 in stand-by mode that will start the voice call.
When there is an incoming call, you can press green button to answer the call.
Double click the green button to reject an incoming call.
Press the green button to terminate the call when calling.
Press the green button to establish the intercom when Blinc-A2 is in stand-by mode, and press
again to terminate the intercom.
If you paired the Blinc-A2 with ET200, when you press the RED button, the walkie talkie will be
into sending state. After you release it, the walkie talkie will be into receiving state.
Press Volume+ button to track forward song; long press this button to increase the volume
Press Volume- button to track back song; long press this button to decrease the volume.

Voice prompt indicator for battery capacity
When you power off the headset, simply press the “Power” button for 1 second, then you will
hear a voice prompt indicating the battery level:
“Battery full”:
70/100%
“Battery fifty percent”:
30/70%
“Battery low”:
00/30%

Low battery warning
When the battery is low, the red LED will blink for every 30 seconds, and you will hear a voice
prompt saying “Battery low”.

Charging the BLINC-A2
You can charge the Blinc-A2 by connecting the supplied USB cable into a computer USB port or
USB wall charger. LED indicator shows stable red while the device is charging and LED indicator
turn off when battery is fully charged. It takes about 3 hours to fully charge.

Connection with other devices.
If you have a standalone Bluetooth device follow the pairing procedure separately. The procedure
is the same as the procedure of “Mobile phone pairing”

Device update
All Blinc owners get access to free firmware upgrades, which ensure your Blinc-A2 will be always
operating at peak performance.

System reset
Press once the reset button to reset the system.

